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Location of the Dniester River basin
in Europe

PHYSIC-GEOGRAPHICAL MAP OF THE DNIESTER RIVER BASIN

The River’s length – 1352 км, transboundary part – 200 km;
areа – 72,100 km²; shared by Moldova and Ukraine

Project’s title: Reducing vulnerability to
extreme floods and climate change in
the Dniester River basin
Aims of the project:
• to reduce risks from climate change - and specifically from
flooding - by mitigating vulnerability and improving adaptive
capacity of both riparian countries
•to expand and further strengthen cooperative management in
addressing cross-border management of floods, taking into
account the long-term impacts on flood risks of both current
climate variability and climate change
The project is implemented by UNEP, UNECE and OSCE under ENVSEC in
cooperation with local stakeholders (MoEs, academics, NGOs)

THE MOST IMPORTANT CHALLENGES REGARDING DNIESTER WATER
MANAGEMENT IN THE FACE OF CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS
1. Uncertainty in the estimates of possible changes in the
river stream flow and its extremes

2. Disregard of the Dniester’s reservoirs operating rules
in the interests of individual users that results in
impairing the downstream ecosystems
3. Strengthening transboundary cooperation in adjusting
water use in accordance with changing available water
resources

THE MOST IMPORTANT CHALLENGES
IN THE TROUNSBOUNDARY CONTEXT
 Development of common understanding of the
concept of climate change vulnerability for a
transboundary river basin
 Development of basin-level scenarios of likely
climate change
 Transforming the projections of key climatic
variables in the parameters of future Dniester river
flow and floods intensity
 Harmonization of two countries’ socio-economic
information needed for the vulnerability assessment
that a priori differs by its content and administrative
scales

Methodology of the vulnerability assessment:
Combination of two approaches
• Start-point approach – the assessment of current
Dniester water vulnerability based on today’s
environmental and social situation in the transboundary
basin
• End-point approach – the assessment of future
Dniester water vulnerability based on the results of
modeling activities of likely future regional climate and
river streamflow

In the project a combination of these both
approaches was used
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TODAY’S VULNERABILITY OF THE DNIESTER BASIN’S MOLDAVIAN PART
TO CLIMATE CHANGE

Ranging by vulnerability the
Ukrainian part of the basin
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Chernovtsi

6

3

9

5

Oblast

Future water vulnerability:
principal indicators
 water availability (future runoff and groundwater
levels)
 intensity and frequency of strong stream and low
flow conditions
 water demand (especially peak demands during
drought periods)
 water quality (change in water temperature,
nutrient and other contaminants’ content)
 aquatic ecosystems (change in composition and
biodiversity, etc.)

Principal outputs of the Dniester project
•

Scenario- and modelling-based study of climate change impacts

•

The first basin-wide vulnerability assessment

•

Production of flood hazard and risk/vulnerability maps for two sectors in
the basin

•

2 Improved/new automated flow monitoring stations and data exchange
infrastructure

•

Enhanced capacities and plans for flood risk communication on the subbasin /local level

•

Agreement and planning of further measures for flood risk reduction in
the framework of the new project: ‘Development of a full transboundary
adaptation strategy and implementation of some adaptation measures
(monitoring, ecosystem-based nature restoration etc.)

Some examples of the project outputs concerning
floods vulnerability: two approaches to floods
modeling

SPATIAL 2-D ANALYSIS OF THE FLOODED ZONE
Mogilev Podolsky (Ukraine) Otaci (Moldova) site

Rise in water level: 1% - 920 cm (28.07.2008; 9:00)
Flooded objects
Residential

19%

Industrial

28%

Suburban

14%

FLOODS RISK ASSESSMENT: POTENTIAL ANNUAL
INDIVIDUAL RISKS FOR HUMAN BEINGS
P - average likelihood of flooding due to flood or hydraulic failure;
Nsf - population in the settlements that can get in the zone of flooding;
Tf - the total time during which keeps flooding;
Ns - number of the region population where the risk assessment;
Vtf - vulnerability of the population depending on time of wave approach;
Vsf - vulnerability of the population depending on age;
Vsd - vulnerability of the population depending on the depth of flooding;
Ris (af> 2) - a potential individual risk of life from potentially dangerous objects that were flooding into the area> 2 m

Ris (f) = Р·((Nsf / Tf)·Vtf·Vsf·Vsd·(1 / Ns) + Ris(af>2))*
* Parameters defined , using GIS

Examples of the flood zones description

THE MOST IMPORTANT OUTCOMES
AS REGARD TO TRANSBOUNDARY COOPERATION
For the first time:
• A joint teamwork of Ukrainian and Moldavian
experts on the very important environmental issues
- climate change and floods - was actually realised
• Problems of floods, linked to climate change and its
impacts on Dniester water resources, were
considered as a common transboundary concern
• A good basis was created for future transboundary
cooperation in the efforts on climate change
adaptation of the Dniester basin’s natural and
social systems.

Lessons learned
•Importance of thorough baseline study to identify completed or ongoing
projects and relevant partners to be involved
•Crucial to coordinate between different governance levels (local – national transboundary)
•Special attention is needed for connecting research with policy making (e.g.
creation of the working group on the Dniester)
•A joint group needed for joint assessment of problems, priorities, solutions,
of developing joint scenarios, modeling and vulnerability assessment: many
practical problems will arise
•Importance of involvement of local stakeholders: MoEs, academics, NGOs,
water users

Dniester treaty
as an epilogue
On November 29, 2012, in Rome in frames of the Water Convention MOP6,
the Dniester Basin treaty on cooperation in protection and sustainable use of
the Dniester River basin was signed by governments of Moldova and Ukraine.
This treaty is a unique such document on post-Soviet space, it unites forces
of all stakeholders to manage natural resources of the basin in a sustainable
way. As NGO I can say that this treaty would never appear without permanent
involvement of the civil society organizations of two riparians.
But pan-basin association of eco-NGOs could be a good example of ecoNGOs self-organization on transboundary level.

